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‘In Exi lxe’EbxyAxr th xuNojE1  

Read ‘From Not Him’ on  page 228 of Seasons  Come to  Pass. Also , read the short 

b iography of  Wopko Jensma provided above the poem.   
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.Wxx In Exad jNxtNnjtNsl’wNx’jxld’jxt NExan’llNogxrd x’jxldNxt NEx1y ?lgx x
The poem is written from the speaker’s point of view, first person. The speaker is observing his 

“father figure". The father figure can be presented as a priest or as a mentor. Or the speaker refers 

to this father as he says “we” in line 8 (his different personalities) “love our daddy”. The title of the 

poem signifies that the poem was written by the one personality that respects his father and not the 

other personality.  

2Wxx fptc1’oxad1lxldNxjl1lNENoljx’oxc’oNjx.xm3xj?PPNjlx1y ?lxld’jxtNnj oWxx
In line one “he forbids us to dance” this shows that the father position of power as he forbids the 

child or speaker to dance or in the position to want to tell them what to do. The speaker tries hard 

to give positive qualities of his father as the tone lacking in emotion. The child or speaker portrays 

the father as an exemplary person who everyone respects.  In line two it can suggest that the father 

is high or important in the church environment.  

vWxx 4’oNjxkm..x’oln 9?sNx1xs oln1jl’oPxw’Nax1y ? lxldNxt NEWxe ax’jxld’jx1sd’NwN9gxx
In line eight the speaker uses “but” which indicates a turning point in the direction in the tone 

and/or description of his father. In line 1-7 the speaker is more specific and writes in short 

sentences, but in line 8-11 the speaker uses three lines to get his ideas across. In line 8-11 the 

speaker uses more descriptive words than in line 1-7, changing the tone and giving more emotional 

context in the last lines.    
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0Wxx 5d’jxt NExa1jxan’llNox1o9xt?yc’jdN9x9?n’oPx1t1nldN’9(xadNoxtN tcNx’ox) ?ldx

n’s1xaNnNxjln’slcAxjNPnNP1lN9xy1jN9x oxldN’nxn1sNWx xaNxnN19x‘In Exi lxe’Ebx

1jx1xh’o9x xtn lNjlxt NE(xad1lxs EENolx9 xA ?xld’ohxldNxt NEx ’jxE1h’oPx

1y ?lx) ?ldx n’s1gx  ?nx1ojaNnxjd ?c9xyNx’o  nEN9xyAxA ?nx1o1cAj’jx xldNx

t NEWx
Due to the lack of emotion in the first seven lines the speaker does not respect the country and/or 

government. As the last few lines of the poem are filled with more emotion as the speaker describes 

something almost contradicting to the first lines it shows his anger, bitterness or negativity towards 

the country and/or government. The government and/or country is not portrayed as perfect as they 

would like to be and can be seen a hypocritical.  

  


